CALL FOR PAPERS AND SAVE THE DATE

CREATING CHANGE:
FEMINISM, THE UNIVERSITY AND SOCIETY

DATE: MARCH 11 & 12, 2011

LOCATION: UNIVERSITY COLLEGE DUBLIN, DUBLIN 4, IRELAND
http://www.ucd.ie/


Online registration will be available from December 2010 @ http://www.ucd.ie/socialjustice/

REGISTRATION FEE:
100 euro/full-time academics
50 euro/staff of civil society organisations
15 euro/students and unwaged persons

WE ARE INVITING PEOPLE TO SUBMIT PROPOSALS FOR INDIVIDUAL PAPERS OR PANELS WITH THREE PRESENTERS CONSTRUCTED AROUND A CHOSEN THEME. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN PRESENTING PLEASE FOLLOW THESE DIRECTIONS:
**PRESENTERS FROM THE US & CANADA:**

SEND A SHORT PROPOSAL TO PROFESSOR KRIS MICCIO AT kmiccio@law.du.edu no later than December 15, 2010

**PRESENTERS FROM OTHER REGIONS:**

SEND A SHORT PROPOSAL TO JUDY WALSH AT judy.walsh@ucd.ie no later than December 15, 2010.

PROPOSALS SHOULD CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION:

NAME AND CONTACT INFORMATION  
SPECIALITY AREA E.g. REPRODUCTIVE JUSTICE  
MEDIUM: E.g. SCHOLARSHIP, INTERVENTIONS IN CAUSES AND CAMPAIGNS (FOR EXAMPLE FILING OF BRIEFS)  
PANELLISTS (IF APPLICABLE): NAMES AND CONTACT INFORMATION OF ALL THREE PANELLISTS  
TITLE OF PANEL:

Please take into account that all panels will use a discussion format. Therefore we are looking for short papers that are designed to initiate a dialogue with all participants.

*Conference sponsored by: School of Social Justice, University College Dublin - The Sturm College of Law, University of Denver-Whittier Law School, California-The Irish Fulbright Commission.*